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CWF Kids was proud to be affiliated with Zain Bhikha and his launch of his new album. We thank
Zain for giving us the opportunity to be part of this event and wish him all the best for the future.
We would also like to thank you for providing a platform to so many young talented artists.
On behalf of the Caring Women's Forum and CWF Kids we would also like to thank the following
people for their contribution to making the Cotton Candy Sky Launch Event in Johannesburg such a
success....
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Casamia biscuits for covering the cost of the venue, by doing so, we are able to utilise more
funds towards charity.
Suliman Bhatay from sky toys for the lovely balloons that we used to decorate the hall.
Mushtaq from Star wholesalers who assisted with items for the tuck shop at reduced prices.
Fatima Nurney who provided us with beautiful chair covers.
Ahmed Bhodania for the candy floss and bubbles to make things extra special.
Sharona Dada for your beautiful decor items.
Image lifestyle team especially Yasmin for all your hard work and dedication.
Sumaiya - M.A.D.E flowers for your beautiful flowers.
Hafez Muhammed Imraan Jassat (closing duaa).
Hafez Zaid Varachia (opening duaa).
Tariq Uwais Malinga for your beautiful Opening Performance.
Zaaker Bham for gracefully taking over as M.C.
Omar Regan for entertaining and loving the SA audience, you were amazing.
Yunus and Zeenat Docrat for the beautiful balloon arches.
Safiyya Jeena for the hot air balloons.
Anas Choonara for the nasheed performance.

JazakAllah to one and all. CWF Kids is an independently run branch of the Caring Women's Forum
that coordinates activities for children countrywide. The main aim is to teach social consciousness
and for the kids to be actively involved themselves. Social projects are run 4 times a year in towns
and cities across South Africa. The funds raised from this event will be used to help kids in
desperate situations. Details are to follow.
Please send an email to info@cwfkids.org.za for more information or if you would like to be
involved.
For CWF Kids
Nousheen Gutta
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